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Unit 5 Study Guide

1. What infortnation is needed to show that a
parallelogratn is a rectangle?

cl/agcna's cue ct')WJLUenW

3. What infortnation is needed to show that a

d' agnals concrven+. P?VffiU1cu/av

5. Find the ntidpoint of the line segtuent containing

and

Midpoint

Namc s

2. What information is nccdcd to prove a quadrilateral
is a parallelogram?

d/a9cnaIs

4. Parallel lines have sl

G. If a line segment needs to be portioned by a 3:4 ratio,

what is the fractio at would be used to find the

point?

7. Identify the slope of each line and then determine if the lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.

Perp.
Parallel

c) y = 3x + 1
Nel t+ev

Y 1/2

Write the equation of the lines below in slope-intercept form:y = mx + b.

38. Through (—4, 5) and parallel to y = --x-5.
2

Y —Yl = m(x —Xl)

g -5=-3 (1+0

10. Use the graph below of the two intersecting lines to

explain how you can use the slope of each line to

prove that they are perpendicular.

osi+•e

9. Through (4, 1) and perpendicular to y = -2x—2

Y —Yl m(x — Xl)

11. se t le grap ow of the non-intersecting lines to
explain how you can use the slope of each line to
prove that they are parallel.

Slope of ÄC:

Slope of CS:

Slopes are

u net

Opp 
reciprenl

same pc
rise
run

x

x

Slope ofÄfr: 
i
tl Ø

Slope of CD: 1 /3

iprUoal) Slopes are -4hesame+-s0 ±hev o.-re
perpendicular payanet lÜnes
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12. Given the points P (2, —1) & —6), 13. Given the graph below, find the coordinates of BA if the ratio
what are the coordinates of the point on AD 1:3.
the directed line segment PQ that partitions
PQ into the ratio

3'. 3/6
Ax = X2 — Xl =

P(2, -1)

14. Which point is on a circle with a center of (3, —9)
and a radius of 5? (Hint: Use (x +(y— k)? = r?)

5) — 3) 2 ( 5¯ 62

Eli, 6)

O (6' 1.2 —3)2+ 
—-q)Z

16. Identify the center and radius of the circle whose
equation is given below.

(x + 10)2 + (y— —

Center: (-10 ) radius = fig 3

18. Use the information provided to write the standard

form of a circle. 'Ihen idenify the center and radius

length.

x2 + — 20x + 2y + 76 = O

x a 4— ID.Q.. I 

(X- JO) Z (Id+ I 25

5
Center: ( ) radius =

Equation: (x —10)2 + =

1

B(-3, 2)

-aj as

15. What is the equation of the circle given the

Center: (4, 8), diameter = 11 d iarnekr= rad

Equation: (x— + (y —8)2 = 5.52

30.25

17. Given graph below, identify the center, radius and

write the equation of the circle.

10

6

4

2

x2468 10

Center: radius =

Equation: (xeq + (Y —3 =

19.What is the length of the radius of the circle whose
diameter has endpoints of (-3,2) and (1 ,-W)

14b

Step 1) Find midpoint: + a + J —l)

2) Take midpoint and one of end oints and use
distance formula.

0<3.61
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20. Prove that quadrilateral ABCD shown below is
quadrilateral by showing the diagonals bisect each otherat (1,0).

s

Midpoint of AC: (

(l
Midpoint of": (¯1+3 —a + *

3 22. Hild the area and perimeter of the following triangle.
Simplest form required. Reminder: Draw altitude to find

21. Prove that quadrilateral ABCD shown below is a

rectangle by showing the diagonals arc congruent.

x

(na -3 + (3 --2 2

) = yr-ej

23. find the area and perimeter of the following
parallelogram. Simplest form tequirvd. Reminder: Draw

height.

10

8

6 c
4

2

-2 2
.2

.6

.8

/28 .10

q unlF

= + (169) =

Area.

13

altitude to find height.

13

D(-9, -2) 13

13 umb

x

-2)

( 4) + (99) = 7 •3

Area:

Perimeter (Add all sides) =

Peri/neter (Add all sides) = 63 + 13±13
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